Abstract. For the non-stationary characteristics of the vibration signal of wind turbine's roller bearing in fault condition, a bearing fault diagnosis method based on variational mode decomposition (VMD) and singular value decomposition (SVD) is proposed. The VMD method is used to decompose wind turbine's roller bearing's fault vibration signal into several components. These components are regard as initial feature vector matrix. The singular value decomposition of the matrix is done. The obtained singular value is used as the extracted bearing fault feature vectors. The probabilistic neural network is used as pattern recognition classifier to determine the working state and fault type of wind turbine roller bearings. The result of case study showed that the proposed method can effectively identify the working state and fault type of wind turbine roller bearings.
Introduction
Bearing is a key component of rotating machinery. It is also core component of wind turbine's mechanical drive system. The non-bearing faults of gearbox and blade of mechanical drive system are found to be caused by bearing faults or may be reflected in the operating state of the bearing. So it is greatly significant for the fault diagnosis and operation maintenance of the entire mechanical drive system to real-time monitor the running state of bearing [1] .
Wind turbines' running has the features of random, intermittent and variable load, which makes wind turbine's drive system's fault vibration signal has the characteristics of nonstationarity, nonlinearity and complex modulation components. This results in the extraction difficulties of fault characteristics of wind turbine's drive systems. The fault types are difficult to identify and particularly difficult to determine the fault location [2] . It has become the key for diagnosing the fault of rolling bearing, that how to extract fault feature information from the corresponding complex fault signals.
The original non-stationary vibration signal is decomposed, and then selecting the appropriate frequency bands or component to mine the information of signal. This is a commonly used means of fault diagnosis. Currently main analysis methods for non-stationary, non-linear signal frequency are wavelet transform, empirical mode decomposition (EMD), intrinsic time-scale decomposition (ITD), and so on. Recently, Dragomiretskiy and Zosso proposed a new method of signal decomposition, variational mode decomposition (VMD) [3] . This method can process non-linear, non-stationary signal, solve the defect of mode mixing which exist for EMD method.
Singular value decomposition (SVD) [4] [5] [6] technology has good stability and invariance. By means of reconstructing phase space attractor orbit matrix of fault signal, performing SVD, selecting appropriate singular value to reconstruct the fault signal, the fault features of fault signal can effectively extract. It has a good noise reduction effect, has been widely applied to the fault diagnosis of rotating machinery.
In this paper, a bearing fault diagnosis method of wind turbines based on VMD and SVD is proposed. VMD method is used to decompose vibration signal of rolling bearing into several components. Then these components are selected to form an initial feature vector matrix. The matrix is a complete characterization for the characteristic of the original vibration signal. The SVD is done for the initial feature vector matrix. The singular value of initial feature vector matrix is used as feature vector. The working states and fault types of wind turbine bearing can be determine based on the output of probabilistic neural network. Case study shows that this proposed method can effectively identify the operating states and fault types of wind turbine rolling bearings.
Variational mode decomposition
The variational mode decomposition (VMD) method is a new variation signal analyzing method [3] , which can decompose a complex signal into a discrete number of modes centered around . It can overcome some limitations of the Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) method.
The decomposition is given as follows:
where ∑ = , ( = 1, 2, …, ) and ( = 1, 2, …, ) are the sets of all nodes and their center pulsation.
Using Eq. (2) to set absolute integrable property of the signal:
The alternate direction method of multipliers (ADMM) is used in VMD to produce different decomposed modes and the center frequency during each shifting operation. The ADMM is given as: a) ADMM concept. Initialize , , , ← 0 Repeat ← + 1 for = 1: do Update :
end for for = 1: do Update :
end for Dual ascent: (3) is rewritten to update the modes , as follow:
The Parseval/Plancherel Fourier isometry under the L2 norm is used to find the solution of this quadratic optimization problem, as follows:
c) Minimization w.r.t. . The minimization w.r.t. can be done by using Eqs. (8)- (10):
where the new is put at the center of gravity of power spectrum of the corresponding mode. The obtained steps for the complete optimization of VMD, are given as: Initialize , , , ← 0 Repeat ← + 1 for = 1: do Update for all ≥ 0:
Update :
end for Dual ascent for all ≥ 0:
Bearing fault diagnosis method of wind turbine based on VMD and SVD
VMD method can decompose a complex vibration signal ( ) into a finite number of components ( , ,…, ). The obtained components can form an initial feature vector matrix, as:
So the characteristics of the original vibration signal can be obtained by the feature extraction of initial feature vector matrix. In matrix theory, the singular value of matrix is an inherent feature of the matrix. It has good stability, that is, when the matrix elements have small changes, the change of the matrix's singular value is little. Meanwhile, matrix's singular value also has ratio invariance and rotation invariance. Therefore, the matrix's singular value is in accord with the required stability, rotation invariance and ratio invariance of pattern recognition. It can effectively depict the characteristics of initial feature vector matrix. Consequently, the singular value of initial characteristic vectors matrix can be used as fault feature vector. And probabilistic neural network can be used to identify the work states and fault types of rotating machinery.
The concrete steps of bearing fault diagnosis method of wind turbine based on VMD and SVD are as follow:
(1) According to a certain sampling frequency , times samplings are made in different states of bearing as sample signals;
(2) Each vibration signal of each bearing state is decompose by VMD. The number of components of different vibration signals is different. Supposing the maximum component number is , if a sample's component number is , and < , then adding zero vector to make it has components, , ,…, . That is set the ( ) = 0 ( = + 1, + 2, … , ); (3) In accordance with the Eq. (14), each vibration signal in each state forms an initial feature vector matrix . The singular value decomposition of the matrix is done, the singular value is obtained:
where ≥ ≥ ⋯ ≥ , represents different working condition of bearing; (4) The probabilistic neural network is selected as fault classifier. The is used as a feature vector of samples to input the probabilistic neural network and train it.
(5) The test signals are collected. In accordance with steps (2)- (3), an initial feature vector matrix is formed. The feature vectors , are calculated. They are input into probabilistic neural network (PNN). The operating states and fault types of rolling bearings are determined on the basis of the output of PNN.
Case study
The common faults of rolling bearing are inner race fault, outer race fault and roller fault. In this paper, four spherical roller bearings are selected to experiment. One is normal bearing, and the other three are set with inner race fault, outer race fault and roller fault, respectively. These faults are set by grooving using a linear cutting method. The slot width is 0.2 mm and the slot depth is 0.3 mm, as shown in Fig. 1 [1] .
The experimental setup of direct-drive wind turbine is displayed in Fig. 2 [1] . In the system, the wind is produced by a wind tunnel under laboratory conditions. In order to produce wind of different speeds, the axial fan of 15 kW is controlled by a variable frequency drive. When the turbine blades capture wind energy from wind tunnel and start moving, then they drive the main shaft connected with the generator to spin and produces AC electricity. Direct-drive wind turbine main shaft is supported by two dual-row spherical roller bearing (22206-type). The defect bearings are installed in the near wind wheel. The bearing vibration signal is picked up by an acceleration sensor installed in defect bearing. A test system is developed to monitor wind turbine's operation condition. The bearing vibration signals of wind turbine in four working states (normal state, inner race fault, outer race fault and roller fault) are collected. For each state, 40 sets data are collected. The rotational speed of experiment is 260 r/min, the sampling frequency is 2000 Hz. Fig. 3 gives vibration acceleration signal of rolling bearing with roller fault. Fig. 4 gives the results of VMD on the fault signal, there are ten components. It can be seen from the figure that VMD can decompose the non-stationary vibration signal of rolling bearing fault into the sum of several stationary components, different components contain different time scales. Therefore, after comparison and analysis, these components are selected to form an initial feature vector matrix . The bearing vibration acceleration signals of wind turbine in four states (normal state, inner race fault, outer race fault and roller fault) are collected. For each state, 40 sets data are collected. The total data are 4×40 = 160 sets. For the 160 sets data, 80 sets data are randomly selected (20 sets data for each state) as the standard input samples. They are input to probability neural network for training. The remaining 80 sets data are used as the test sample to verify the method. It can be found that the identification results are matched with the actual faults. Table 1 shows the identification results of 12 sets test samples which includes randomly selected three normal state data, three inner race fault data, three outer race fault data and three roller fault data. The '√' indicates accurate identification; the '×' indicates false recognition. A 'db4' wavelet is used to decompose the same bearing vibration signals. For purposes of comparison, the decomposition level (ten levels) of wavelet is same as the VMD. According to the steps (2) to (5) in Section 3, the diagnosis process is same as above. The recognition accuracy rate is 100 %. Table 1 gives twelve data sets of feature vectors based on wavelet and SVD (wavelet-SVD) in four states.
It can be seen from the diagnosis results that VMD and wavelet transform both can be used to pretreat bearing vibration signal, and then through computing these obtained components' singular values to extract the fault information of these obtained components as fault characteristic parameters to recognize the bearing fault. The two diagnosis methods both have high diagnostic accuracy. The stability of the characteristic parameters of bearing different signals in the same state is analyzed. It can be seen that the extracted characteristic parameters based on VMD-SVD have high stability and small discreteness. This can better ensure the credibility and accuracy of diagnostic results. The extracted characteristic parameters based on wavelet-SVD have poor stability and large discreteness.
It can be seen in Fig. 5 . It can be seen from this figure that when bearing with normal condition, the eighth singular values of 160 data sets are mainly focused on around 16. When bearing with outer race fault, inner race fault or roller fault, the eighth singular values of 160 data sets are obviously greater than 20. These mean that the singular value has high sensitivity for the changes in the state of the spherical roller bearing. 
Conclusions
In this paper, VMD method is used to decompose vibration signal of wind turbine rolling bearing. The obtained components form an initial feature vector matrix. Then singular value decomposition of initial feature vector matrix is done to extract the characteristic of vibration signal. The acquired characteristics vector can fully characterize the feature of vibration signal. Finally, the singular value of initial feature vector matrix is selected as the input parameters of probabilistic neural network to classify the vibration signal. Case study shows that the proposed diagnosis method, which based on VMD and SVD, can effectively identify the working states and fault types of wind turbine rolling bearing.
